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Searle

Whether students leave the classroom confident and goal-directed or frustrated 
and aimless depends on our ability to do two things: diagnose their needs and 
deliver support. This challenge can be daunting when students come to school with 
weak vocabulary, poor planning and organization skills, and problems with memory, 
impulse control, and attention span.

Causes & Cures reveals new neurological research about the root causes of these 
obstacles and lays out a comprehensive five-step protocol designed to help all 
educators identify and address common student academic and behavior issues.

This essential guide provides

•	 Illuminating case studies that walk you through the protocol in a variety of 
content areas and grade levels.

•	 Strategies and tools to help you diagnose root causes and develop targeted, 
effective interventions for your students.

•	 Guidance for extending individualized interventions to large groups.

Most of us went into teaching with the dream of helping all our students succeed. 
We can’t let students who struggle wear us down or wait us out. No matter which 
subject or grade level you teach, this indispensable resource will show how you can 
help students overcome difficulties and experience real success in the classroom.
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1

IntroductIon

Whether our students leave our classrooms confident and goal-directed or frustrated 
and unfulfilled depends on our ability to do two things: diagnose their needs and 
deliver support. This dual challenge is daunting, especially if students come to 
school with weak vocabulary, shallow experience bases, and poor planning and 
organization skills. Our job becomes even more mind-boggling when students’ brain 
development causes problems with memory, impulse control, and attention span.

Faced with such complicating issues, teachers often become baffled by what 
to do next. Many times, I have heard teachers say they have exhausted all the 
possibilities: “What can I do with a student who turns in half of her work, can’t 
remember what we covered the day before, and insists on being the class clown? 
I have tried everything.” The truth is, a teacher may have tried everything he or 
she already knows to do, but teaching hard-to-reach students often demands a 
broader perspective and base of knowledge and experience than one person can 
bring to bear. Teachers often struggle to solve tough student issues alone, when 
the magnitude of the problem calls for the support of a team of professionals and 
a solid framework for decision making. In this book, I lay out a problem-solving 
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Causes & Cures in the Classroom2

protocol as well as practical interventions designed to help teams diagnose needs 
and deliver the best support to their students.

Causes & Cures is a guide for all educators. K–12 teachers, psychologists, admin-
istrators, and student service providers can all benefit from the book’s problem-
solving process and apply it to any type of behavioral or academic problem at any 
grade level. The process and action options described in the following chapters 
take into account findings from both academic and neuro logical research and make  
the book much more than a simple listing of accommodations and interventions. 
The five-step protocol will lead you from observed problem or behavior to root 
causes to goals and intervention plans. You can use the same process when 
addressing problems at building and district levels, although the examples in this 
book focus on individual student issues, with some suggestions for large-group 
applications. Let’s look at the an encapsulation of the protocol.

The Five Basic Steps of Problem Solving

1.  Know the traits of the student or group to be supported. Teachers identify 
not only concerns about students but also student strengths. This balanced 
approach clarifies baseline data that will help in determining ways to 
measure the effectiveness of the interventions chosen.

2.  Analyze the root causes. The strategy I recommend for this step is 
called the “Five Whys” analysis. This questioning technique is based 
on Toyota’s quality tools and is designed to go beyond symptoms to 
identify root causes.

3.  Set clear and measurable goals. Measurable goals focus the action plan 
and serve as the basis for monitoring growth.

4.  Decide how to monitor and chart the student’s progress. Close monitoring 
of student progress guides decisions. We know whether to adjust or 
fade the action plan based on results we see.

5.  Compose intervention options and select a plan. The template used for this 
step serves as a guide for identifying viable research-based accommoda-
tion and intervention possibilities for action plans. Parents, the student, 
and faculty work together to select the ideas that are best suited to the 
identified student needs (Searle, 2007).
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Introduction 3

These five steps have helped hundreds of teachers solve difficult student prob-
lems, but the process is not for the faint of heart. Depending on how well your faculty 
already works in teams and willingly spends time searching for new approaches, 
this system may require some fundamental shifts in how you do business.

What Will Move us Forward
To tackle tough student issues effectively, we must examine and update our tradi-
tional practices. Three big changes are often needed to avoid the most common 
pitfalls in addressing student problems.

1. Focus on what blocks student learning before concentrating on which inter-
vention to use. Grabbing a list of strategies and beginning interventions 
without taking the time to figure out the root causes of problems looks like 
a tempting shortcut but is an inefficient use of teacher time and energy 
that often results in high frustration.

2. Minimize the guessing factor by staying informed on current brain and  
educational research. Research helps identify common core causes as  
well as strategies proven to be effective for many students. Faculties often 
complain when asked to use team time to read and discuss research,  
but this step minimizes time wasted applying the wrong interventions  
to the wrong student for the wrong amount of time.

3. Train for and monitor the implementation of interventions. Professional 
development is needed for teachers to understand how strategies must  
be implemented to see a significant change in achievement. If research  
says the strategy works well when implemented in small-group instruction 
three days a week for four weeks in 20-minute sessions, we shouldn’t  
be surprised when it doesn’t show results after two weeks of 10-minute 
sessions done in a large group.

Implementation with fidelity is critical, and teachers need feedback from team 
members to make certain they are correctly interpreting what the research says. 
We are not talking about reinventing the wheel. Many effective strategies will be 
techniques some teachers already know about and use regularly. A team approach 
is fundamental to building capacity as all faculty members share ideas and support 
one another.
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Causes & Cures in the Classroom4

As Doug Reeves (2009) points out, working smarter with a new focus may 
create anxiety for some teachers and outright negativity on the part of others, 
but we must stay the course if we want positive results. Administrators and team 
leaders must address the issue of time and collaboration as teachers develop new 
skills. A proactive rather than a reactive approach to training and support is critical. 
We cannot become masterful at what we do when collaborative data meetings, 
critical conversations, and constructive feedback are considered invasions of pri-
vacy or low priorities on the school schedule. Figure A presents some important 
points to consider as you implement this problem-solving method.

What’s Ahead
Each chapter of this book addresses a specific area of behavior and academic prob-
lems and provides a case study that will walk you through the five problem-solving 
steps. Clear examples of individual student issues in a variety of subject areas and 
grade levels are the focus, but keep in mind that these models can be applied to 
groups as well as individuals.

Chapter 1 introduces new neurological research about possible root causes of 
many academic and behavior issues. We now know that delays in the maturity of 
brain processes known as executive functions can be at the core of what previ-
ously were often thought to be attitude and behavior problems. Without receiving 
support for these delayed functions, some students can try their hardest and still 
be unsuccessful in school. 

Chapter 2 focuses on ways to support students who have trouble with planning 
and problem solving. Some of these students’ key difficulties are initiating and 
finishing work, persevering when tasks get hard or boring, managing time, and 
self-monitoring. The academic area of emphasis is social studies.

Chapter 3 explores ways to merge executive function support and academic 
interventions needed by students who struggle with math because of poor memory 
skills and their inability to visualize and solve complex problems.

Chapter 4 discusses students whose poor organization and writing skills are 
causing both their grades and their self-confidence to suffer.
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It Is It Is Not

It is teamwork.
Team members learn from one another. They make 
time to hear and see what master teachers who 
work down the hall are doing to get results. They 
also study and share what teachers who have 
participated in research studies are doing.

It is not trying to solve problems in isolation.
A team must continuously monitor student 
progress data to see which interventions 
match a specific student’s or group’s needs. 
Multiple perspectives help with the develop
ment of solid plans and adjustments based 
on data.

It is learning to diagnose deeply by investing 
time and effort.
This skill requires finding time for learning to do 
the “Five Whys” analysis as well as time for read
ing and discussing brain and educational research. 
Finding team time to do this is difficult but will pay 
off a hundredfold in the long run.

It is not assuming the obvious skill deficits  
are the core causes of student problems.
Using data and research to identify core causes 
of problems is the quickest and most efficient 
path to solving them.

It is analyzing which strategies are effective.
This requires becoming increasingly savvy in 
identifying when and with whom given inter
ventions are likely to work based on the diagnosed 
root causes.

It is not using random interventions.
Simply trying a series of interventions from a 
website or reference book without first analyzing 
both the students’ academic needs and their 
executive function skills wastes time and energy.

It is going beyond the one-size-fits-all approach 
for intervening and assessing.
Even the best interventions are not equally  
effective for all types of students with the same 
symptoms, so the team must consider a variety 
of assessments and interventions.

It is not grouping based on low performance.
We do not necessarily need another layer  
of testing, nor should we group kids by high,  
average, and low performance. We need to 
use our best assessment information to see 
why the problem persists in spite of our  
efforts and use shortterm grouping based  
on specific needs.

It is a way of rethinking.
Sometimes the typical approaches to ageold 
problems of student achievement, motivation, 
attention span, and behavior are not the most 
effective.

It is not another program added to teachers’ 
workloads.
If this process is done well, it will actually 
save instructional time and increase the focus 
on improving student learning.

A   |   What This Problem-Solving Method Is and What It Is Not
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Chapter 5 concentrates on students whose weak attention and focusing skills 
interfere with reading comprehension and social skills.

Chapter 6 addresses causes and solutions for students who have difficulty 
controlling themselves at school. Science is the academic content example for 
this chapter.

My hope is that no matter what content or grade level you teach, you will see 
how each step of this process can help you maximize your potential to make a dif-
ference in the lives of your students.
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Faith has talked for two weeks about joining the high school student congress. She truly 

wants to join the group but has yet to get the packet of information about how to become 

a member from the social studies teacher. Her mom reminds her each day as she walks 

out the door, only to have Faith bark out, “I’m doing it! Stop bugging me!”

Shawn likes 4th grade but is having a hard time adjusting to the heavier workload. He 

has a social studies report due in five days that his teacher, Mrs. Warren, assigned at the 

beginning of last week. She has asked him for his outline twice, and both times Shawn 

told her he left it at home. The truth of the matter is, he hasn’t even decided on a topic.

First grader José loves that he has finally learned to read. During class time, he readily 

does his worksheets and volunteers to read aloud in group; however, at home he is not so 

eager. When it comes to doing his homework, José is an unwilling participant. He dreads 

homework time because it always seems like it goes on for hours, even though the actual 

work would only take about 15 minutes if he would stop whining and stalling.

2
planning and problem 

solving: failure to launch 

and follow through
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Planning and Problem Solving: Failure to Launch and Follow Through 21

What do these students have in common? Failure to develop and launch a plan of  
action. Many adults would peg the cause for this failure on procrastination or lazi-
ness, but is it laziness or something else? What we are often dealing with in the cases 
of students like Faith, Shawn, and José is not laziness but an underdeveloped set of 
executive skills for planning and problem solving. It is not uncommon for adults who 
work with students who have this type of executive delay to become frustrated and 
label these students as unmotivated or unwilling. The adults may resort to blaming 
and lectures, but these labels and “kicks in the pants” only make the problem worse. 
The real issue isn’t that these students won’t take action but that they can’t.

Executive dysfunction that looks like lack of motivation is often exacerbated 
when a student perceives the situation as threatening or blaming (Willis, 2010a). 
Instead of lecturing or punishing students for poor planning and problem solving, 
we need to search beneath the surface behavior or attitude for deeper causes for 
the stalled action. Then we must intentionally and consistently teach the missing 
initiation and follow-through skills.

root causes of poor planning and problem solving
Determining the root causes of problems is critical to helping the student. The more 
precise the diagnosis, the better the chances of providing the most effective support. 
Figure 2.1 p. 22 is a flowchart to help you analyze typical root causes of delayed exec-
utive function in the area of planning and problem solving so that you can choose 
the best plan of action. In this figure, the primary area of concern appears at the top 
of the chart and is followed by a listing of subskills to consider. By no means is this a 
list of all possibilities, but it is a representative sample of typical causes.

As I mentioned in the Introduction, I have found that the most useful way of 
getting at root causes is to use the “Five Whys” method. This process was developed 
by Toyota to diagnose problems and find solutions. Its fundamental premise is that 
it takes at least five iterations of asking “Why?” to get to a root cause. The method 
is most effective when used by a team of at least two people, one to take the role 
of questioner or coach and the other to act as the responder. The problem-solving 
coach asks a series of questions that leads the responder, most often a teacher, to 
delve into the student’s thinking and motivation concerning the problem. A possible 
question series might look like this:

• Why do you think the student does that?
• What would cause the student to think that way?

F1
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2.1   |   Root Causes of Poor Planning and Problem-Solving Skills

Cannot
visualize the

goal

Cannot
visualize an
action plan 

Has no sense
of urgency

Original
concerns

Possible
missing
subskills

Possible
root
causes

Has no back-up
plan when

things get hard

Has poor self-
monitoring

skills

Cannot
visualize the
final product

Does not
think goal is
important or
reasonable

Does not
know how to
set goals and

subgoals

Cannot stay
focused because
of unanticipated

roadblocks

Cannot break
big task down

into small
steps

Cannot
put steps in
logical order

Cannot
remember the

action plan
steps

Feels
overwhelmed
by and avoids

the task

Does not
see the task

as relevant or
as a priority

Is unable to
accurately

estimate the time
tasks may take

Cannot delay
gratification of
an immediate

want

Does not have
or use fix-up

strategies 

Is not aware
of when he
needs help

Cannot
anticipate
barriers or

consequences

Cannot identify
resources
needed

Does not know
when or how

to ask for help 

Cannot
identify

attributes of a
quality product

Cannot use
rubrics and

checklists to
self-assess

Does not
give himself

credit for small
successes

Cannot get started Does not
follow through

Poor Planning and
Problem-Solving Skills
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• What skills do you think the studet la cks that other students the 
same age understand and use?

• What is keeping the student from learning these skills?
• What should we concentrate on first?

Instead of focusing on the symptoms, coaching conversations attempt to get into 
the student’s head to analyze the root causes.

The more familiar teachers are with what researchers have discovered to be 
common causes for problems, the more easily they can answer these questions 
without going out of their “circle of influence.” Our circle of influence is any problem 
or circumstance over which we have some control. Issues like the need for medi-
cation, poor support from home, learning disabilities, and dysfunctional families 
definitely affect students and can make teaching harder, but teachers usually have 
little control over them. If we cannot control the issue, it is fruitless to waste time 
having a conversation about it during the analysis talk, even though it is contributing 
to the problem.

Let’s take a closer look at the problems of our students Faith, Shawn, and José, 
using this questioning method in combination with the root causes chart to see 
if we can pinpoint more accurately what is holding each student back. We know 
they all find it hard to get started on the task at hand, but we may find that their 
reasons for not moving forward are somewhat different.

Faith
Faith’s “laziness” issue has less to do with her unwillingness to get started 

than with her inability to figure out how to approach problems, especially ones 
she finds scary, boring, or difficult. Her executive brain has a tendency to freeze 
when faced with taking the initiative, like approaching a social studies teacher for 
information or asking for help in math class. The analysis conversation between 
Faith’s teacher and the problem-solving coach might sound like this:

Coach: You said Faith constantly procrastinates. Why do you think she does that?
Teacher: She’s just lazy. Once she gets started, she’s usually fine, so it isn’t 

about the work being too hard.
Coach: What could be going through Faith’s head that makes her choose not 

to start working?
Teacher: I don’t know. Some students want attention, but that doesn’t exactly 

sound like Faith. What else could it be?
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Coach [looking at the root causes chart]: Let me throw out a few possibilities. 
Some students don’t start because they feel overwhelmed. They can’t get a clear 
picture of what the finished product should look like even when the teacher 
explains the task clearly. Occasionally, students have difficulty estimating how 
much time a task will take. They don’t get going because they think they have 
plenty of time, or they procrastinate because they think the work will take forever. 
Do any of these things sound like Faith’s root cause?

Teacher: Faith understands the assignments. I think it’s her lack of motivation 
more than anything.

Coach: Could there be some missing skills that keep her from being motivated?
Teacher: Well, she can visualize the end product, but I’m not so sure she sees 

how to overcome obstacles along the way. When things look hard, her tendency is 
to get upset and then shut down.

Coach: What causes her to shut down?
Teacher: I think she may see asking for help as a sign of weakness, so when faced 

with a problem she can’t solve she just quits.

As the conversation progresses, the teacher develops the hypothesis that 
Faith stalls out because she has limited success with predicting barriers and mak-
ing adjustments when plans don’t work out. She also has trouble using positive 
self-talk to get past her mental anxiety. These failure-to-launch problems have a 
different set of root causes than those Shawn faces.

Shawn
Shawn, who appears to be a procrastinator, is extremely smart and typically 

does well in short daily assignments when a lot of writing isn’t required. Longer 
assignments look so overwhelming to him that his brain goes into a complete stall 
every time he thinks about them. The teacher may as well ask him to construct 
a bridge as do a social studies report. Shawn doesn’t have the planning skills to 
schedule his work in small, sequential steps over time. Couple this with his ability 
to entertain himself and others when he should be working, and you have a stu-
dent in trouble academically and behaviorally. The questioning process between 
Shawn’s teacher and the problem-solving coach might go like this:

Coach: What is it that prevents Shawn from handing in his assignments on time?
Teacher: One problem is that he can think of 99 things to do to delay getting 

started.
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Coach: Why do you think he wants to delay the work?
Teacher: I don’t know. He is capable but hates to write, and he’s just a hot mess 

when it comes to staying on task. When he does get started, he works on one thing 
for a few minutes and then jumps to something else. Then he may forget that he 
didn’t finish the first thing he was working on. His mind works like a pinball machine.

Coach: Why do you think he jumps around like that?
Teacher: Part of it is avoidance because he hates paperwork of any kind, and 

some of the problem is his disorganization and lack of focus.
Coach: What specific skills would help him get organized and focused?
Teacher: He needs to decide on a plan and finish one task before he starts 

another.
Coach: Why can’t he do that now?
Teacher: I’m not certain he knows how to get a good work plan together. He 

probably doesn’t have good self-monitoring skills, either.

This “Five Whys” conversation leads the teacher to see that Shawn’s problem 
is not likely to go away unless she models planning strategies and helps Shawn 
practice these new techniques until they feel like second nature to him. Our third 
student, José, has similar problems but with a different emphasis, as we’ll see his 
teacher discover.

José
On the surface, José seems to be an avoider like Shawn. When his teacher 

asks him to stop working at the science center so he can get ready for math, 
José says OK but continues to explore the rocks, bugs, and science books he 
loves. When his mother says it is time to do homework, he promises that he 
will start as soon as his TV show ends, but he seldom remembers his well-
intentioned promise because his executive brain constantly misjudges or loses 
track of time. José also has trouble switching his focus, especially for attacking 
work he doesn’t enjoy.

During the “Five Whys” interview, the coach asks José’s teacher, Mr. Lewis, 
“Why can’t José stop one activity and start another as smoothly as his peers?” 
At first, the teacher says that José is being defiant. Then the coach asks, “What 
problem-solving skills might be missing?” Mr. Lewis responds that José can’t set 
priorities and has difficulty stopping one activity to begin another. The coach then 
asks, “Why is it that José can switch from reading assignments to the science sta-
tion without much trouble but generally cannot go from station work to getting 
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ready for math class?” Mr. Lewis starts to see that delaying gratification for fun 
and keeping track of time are other areas where José also needs help.

When “Five Whys” questioning leads to identification of specific skill deficits, 
the intervention possibilities become much clearer. When difficulties are seen as 
attitude problems, the most common adult response is to deal out some type of 
punishment, which results in students finding themselves in hot water when what 
they really need is guidance in developing problem-solving skills.

interventions that help with planning  
and problem solving
After analyzing root causes of a student’s stalled performance, the next step is 
planning what action you, other school staff, the student, and the student’s family 
will take to help the student progress. In this section, I offer intervention options 
to address some of the specific root causes, but just as the flowchart of causes 
is not exhaustive, the intervention options given here are a sampling of possible 
ways to support students as they cope with delayed executive function in prob-
lem solving and planning.

Visualizing Clear Goals
Anxiety about getting started often stems from not having a clear vision of the 

end product or what steps to take to get there. Having unanswered questions like 
“Am I going to be able to do this?” or “What is this supposed to look like when I 
am finished?” is a common roadblock to positive thinking. On the other hand, if 
you can imagine yourself holding a finished product and feeling the satisfaction of 
doing quality work, you create a powerful incentive to begin.

All successful people start by creating a picture in their heads of the goal or 
target they want to reach. Football players see themselves running across the goal 
line. Dancers see themselves performing perfect moves to the music. Kids and 
parents see themselves having fun with their friends or checking off jobs on their 
“to do” list. Being successful at school works the same way.

Let’s use Faith’s social studies dilemma as an example. Faith really wants to 
participate in the student congress taking place at her high school, but she under-
stands how challenging this competition is and is afraid she will not be chosen as 
one of the final delegates. To help Faith generate the courage and motivation to 
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try, she needs to be able to visualize herself going through the steps of applying 
and succeeding. If I am Faith’s teacher, Faith and I begin by making a list of things 
she needs to do to make her dream actually happen. Then I need to help Faith 
picture herself being selected and doing the work as her classmates and family 
cheer her on. She would visualize how proud she would feel as she opened with an 
engaging attention grabber or as she delivered her arguments by clearly support-
ing her positions. We would also discuss the feeling of accomplishment knowing 
that she had stretched herself by giving it her best shot regardless of whether she 
was selected for the final team or not. This is the secret of champions.

Staying Focused by Anticipating Roadblocks
When assignments don’t go as planned, students often stop in their tracks. 

Stress builds if students think they will be blamed or criticized for work that goes 
wrong, and they may decide that hiding the problem is better than asking for help. 
Anticipating roadblocks in advance and talking about ways to overcome them serve 
as an ounce of prevention (Zins, Weissberg, Wang, & Walberg, 2004). One way of  
starting this conversation is to focus on someone else’s problem that mirrors the 
same issues the student is likely to face. Because this approach minimizes feelings 
of threat, it enables a student to think through a back-up plan without becoming 
defensive or discouraged. A conversation with Faith about anticipating roadblocks 
might sound something like this:

Faith, let’s imagine we are watching your friend Jake tackle the problem of 

trying out for the student congress. What would happen if he decided to 

wait until next week to ask for an application? OK. What would happen if 

he didn’t ask anyone to check his application, and he found out he omitted 

an important piece of information? What if he waited until the week before 

tryouts to write and submit his legislation and arguments? Why would he 

decide to do that instead of getting started? Got it. Can you think of other 

traps that might prevent Jake from earning his position on the team? Right,  

if he doesn’t have the courage to ask for help when he gets stuck, then he 

will stay stuck. What choices can he make? We know what kind of mess he 

can’t afford to get into, right? So what kind of things will your friend Jake 

need to think about so he can put a plan together that gets the job done 

and relieves some of his stress? Right. How much of Jake’s plan will work 

for you?
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In this talk, I raised another issue that can stop a well-laid plan in its tracks. 
What if the student gets stuck and doesn’t ask for help?

Knowing When and How to Access Resources
Many students don’t know what to do when they don’t know what to do. Being 

able to identify resources that can help when they get stuck relieves stress and 
keeps students moving forward. Before Faith starts work, I will ask her two 
questions: “What will you do if you find you need help on this project?” and 
“Who and what should we put on a list of people and resources you might need?” 
The list might include people’s names, study group opportunities, a timer, reference 
books, websites—whatever might support the work.

Some students are able to identify their resources but will need to practice 
how to approach people on their list. Role-playing is often the best way to get past 
this barrier. Here is how I might set up role-playing with Faith:

Faith, I’ll be the student, and you be Mrs. Brown for a minute. Help me figure 

out ways to solve my own problems.

Let’s say I don’t remember all of the rules for the debate or presentations. 

How would I start a conversation with Mrs. Brown to let her know I need 

help? OK, let’s try out that conversation by role-playing.

Now I am embarrassed that I don’t know what to do in class, but I don’t 

want to ask Mrs. Brown for help. Tell me what I could say to myself so I don’t 

chicken out and just sit here? How does Mrs. Brown respond?

OK, this time I am a student who thinks the teacher is going too fast, and 

Jerry had my pencil during part of the lesson, so I missed some of the notes. 

How should I talk to myself about the reason why I don’t have the notes? 

What should I say to Mrs. Brown then?

This time, Mrs. Brown is busy with another student, so I decide just to 

give up on asking for help because she got upset the last time I interrupted 

her. What would be some good choices for solving this problem?

Faith and students like her need to understand that asking for help can be 
hard for anyone. Our job is to help them see that no one wants to appear stupid 
in front of other people, but not asking for help when it’s really needed is not 
a smart move and leads to more problems. Make the point that getting help is 
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part of being a responsible and successful person. Sometimes emotions and not 
knowing how to approach someone for help are the core causes of a student’s 
reluctance to approach teachers, and sometimes the reason is the classroom 
environment.

Relationships and the culture of a classroom can be either an encouragement 
or a deterrent to students seeking needed assistance. If the teacher scowls and 
lectures kids who ask for help about the importance of listening the first time, 
they learn to back off. If students are allowed to make fun of peers who get things 
wrong or ask questions, the teacher won’t get participation or questions from kids 
who struggle. However, teachers who praise students for being brave enough to 
ask questions and who set up systems for classmates to help one another solve 
problems are teaching collaboration skills, independence, and responsibility.

Visualizing Specific Steps of the Action Plan
Each of our example students needs help visualizing not only what his or her 

end product should look like but also what sequence of steps will get him or her 
there. Guiding students through a process for solving their own problems is critical 
to teaching them to be independent. Let’s consider Shawn’s trouble getting started 
with his social studies paper. I might start guiding him to problem-solve like this:

Shawn, I get it when you say you just can’t figure out how to get started 

on this big project. Every time I think of cleaning my attic, I suddenly want 

to take a nap or read a book instead. Everyone has those feelings at first 

when a job looks too big to tackle, but let’s use a few tricks to make this job 

more manageable. We’ll start by listing all the important steps for doing this 

“heroes of the frontier” report, and then we will plan to do one or two parts 

at a time so you still have time for fun.

With some help, Shawn should be able to come up with the steps for prepar-
ing the report. That might seem like enough, but many students also require help 
sequencing the steps.

Putting Steps in Logical Order
Shawn often starts a job and then jumps from task to task, which usually 

results in poor task completion. He needs help listing his action steps in a logi-
cal order. Setting up a chart, timeline, or calendar for recording small steps is 
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helpful because visualization of the process is key to good implementation. 
Having specific steps written down in a sensible order, however, doesn’t neces-
sarily mean Shawn will know how to do each one. It is helpful to ask him clarify-
ing questions, such as

• What materials will you need for this?
• How long do you think this step will take you?
• How do you plan to get started?
• In what order will you do these things?
• What will you do if you get stuck and don’t know what to do?

Verbalizing the plan’s details provides a mental rehearsal. Initially, Shawn may 
need someone to work beside him on the same task in order to internalize and 
reinforce the problem-solving steps. Providing the correct level of support reduces 
stress and leads to success. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 are examples of a school chart and 
a home planning chart that can help Shawn learn to plan and execute his work.

Occasionally students become overwhelmed when they see all the steps of a 
plan at once, so you may have to cover up parts of the calendar or list. Because 
students’ executive skills of problem solving are still developing, it is important to 
adjust the amount of scaffolding or support you provide. Too much support is as 
harmful as too little. Start with plenty of modeling and corrective feedback, and 
then fade the adult support as soon as the students demonstrate the ability to put 
their own goals into action. The ultimate goal is to enable the students to become 
more confident and independent; “Support, don’t enable” is the motto.

Steps What order? How long? What materials?

Brainstorm interesting topics Today 3 min.

Find two articles on the selected topic Today 15 min. Journals in media center

Read articles and take notes Tomorrow 30 min. Note cards or computer

Decide what other pieces of information 
I need and where I can find them

Tomorrow 5 min. Teacher and media specialist 
help on this

Start my outline Thursday 30 min. Get my graphic organizer

2.2   |   Planning Checklist for Social Studies Paper
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Steps What order? How long? What materials?

Gather all dishes, food, and trash and take them  
to the kitchen

1 10 min. Trash bag

Put clean clothes on hangers or shelves 2 5 min. Hangers

Put dirty clothing in the laundry basket 3 2 min. Laundry basket

Find a home for anything still on the floor that 
shouldn’t be there

4 10 min.

Sweep 5 5 min. Sweeper

2.3   |   Planning Checklist for Cleaning Room

Accurately Estimating Time
Like most students his age, José has a hard time visualizing and judging time. 

He can’t get his head around when 10 minutes or half an hour is up. It is the aware-
ness of a deadline that helps people feel a sense of urgency to get started. Teach-
ers and parents need to provide support in this area. Giving students an analogy, 
like “This will take you about the same amount of time as it takes you to walk to 
Tom’s house or to eat lunch” can help make the concept of time concrete. Once 
students get the idea of relating minutes to time frames they are familiar with, you 
can ask them to come up with their own analogies.

Poor pacing also contributes to problems with time management. Students 
often underestimate how long it will take to do each part of a task. For example, 
José might plead to wait until after his TV show to start his homework or chores 
with the full belief that he can get everything accomplished. Helping him put esti-
mated times to each step and setting a timer to see how close his estimates are to 
reality will serve as good feedback for future planning.

Delaying Gratification
José has difficulty making transitions partly because he can’t put fun on 

hold and get to work. Addressing both the task and the student’s emotional 
objective for fun is important when setting goals. To stay focused on the goal, 
students need to see that there will be a balance between work and fun. It is 
normal for children and adults to want to play before work. Children often try 
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to convince you that there will be plenty of time to work after play, but this can 
be a bad habit to foster.

For beginning goal setters, it is wise to start with tasks that are concrete and 
challenging but doable within a short time—within the class period for early ele-
mentary students or within a day or two for older students. Some good beginning 
questions to ask the student include

• What do you need to accomplish?
• When will you have this completed?
• What steps do you need to do right now, and what can wait until tomorrow 

or later?

With these answered, the student can set a clear goal for the work. A goal might 
sound like this: “I will start my homework before the timer goes off, and I can finish 
by 7:00,” “I will write down three key ideas for my report in the next five minutes,” 
or “I will submit my application in two days.”

We now have covered forming a solid plan with the goal, steps, time, and mate-
rials visualized, and some back-up ideas for addressing barriers. The skill that will 
keep a student’s plan in motion is self-monitoring.

Building Self-Monitoring Skills
Self-monitoring is the ability to observe and record our own growth and behav-

ior and use those data to make the adjustments that will improve results. This skill 
builds responsibility and independence. It gives us control over our own thinking 
by acting as our error-detection and fix-up system. Self-monitoring is effective in 
developing more appropriate behaviors, like increasing on-task behavior in the 
classroom, boosting completion of homework assignments, improving both aca-
demic performance and social skills, and reducing disruptive behavior (Hallahan 
& Kauffman, 2000). Five-year-olds start to develop the skill to reflect, but it steadily 
becomes more sophisticated given good modeling, direct teaching, and practice 
(Veenman, Wilhelm, & Beishuizen, 2004). Here are a few favorite self-monitoring 
techniques to use with interventions.

CheCklists and rubriCs. Checklists and rubrics are important tools for 
students who struggle with goal setting. They help students visualize not only 
the end product and the steps to accomplishing that goal, but also the issues 
they need to consider for judging quality along the way. Providing in-class model-
ing and practice in how to use age-appropriate rubrics to score model papers,  
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projects, or videoed performances is powerful. The more students practice match-
ing their own evaluations to the teacher’s scoring, the more likely they are to pro-
duce quality work, assuming they possess the skills to do the work. This matching 
process makes the criteria for quality very clear.

My son and I often went to war over whether he had “cleaned” his room. 
Although he claimed he had cleaned, I saw very little evidence of it. The prob-
lem wasn’t that he hadn’t done any cleaning. The problem was our different 
visualizations of what the finished product should look like. Once we agreed on 
a clear list of what constituted “clean,” a great part of the problem was solved. 
I did have to start slowly with only two requirements—nothing on the floor and 
only seven things on the dresser. Figure 2.4 is our first cleaning rubric. The next 
week, I saw that we needed to add “no clothes on the bed or chairs.” By working 
together, a specific visual list emerged that resulted in a satisfactory compro-
mise between us.

self-evaluating and Celebrating small suCCesses. Conversations 
that regularly celebrate small steps that go well and reflect on ways to adjust what 
isn’t working develop executive function skills. Students need lots of modeling and 
verbal interactions in order to learn the strategy of self-talk that enables people to 
monitor and adjust their plans. A conversation modeling this kind of self-evaluation 
for Shawn might sound like this:

So as you look at your planning checklist, what parts of your plan to 

get this social studies report finished are on target? Good, the first two 

steps are completed. Feels good to say that, doesn’t it? That question 

about whether the pioneers were really heroes or villains will really catch 

attention. Is the timing working out the way you thought it would? That’s 

Perfect
One thing was  
overlooked

Several things 
need to be taken 
care of

Nothing on the floor that does not belong on the floor 3

Only seven things can be on the dresser 3

2.4   |   Work Plan Rubric Example
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OK. People often underestimate the time needed for a new task. Don’t 

let that stress you out. Just make sure you adjust and keep going. The 

estimate doesn’t have to be spot-on the first time. How will you use what 

you learned to help you make a closer estimate next time? Great. Do you 

want to adjust some of your time estimates for the next two steps, or will 

your plan still work? The difference between successful and unsuccessful 

people is not how many mistakes they make; it’s how well they learn from 

their mistakes. You are right on target for learning how to plan your work 

and estimate your time, and that will help you in all your classes. What, 

other than adjusting time estimates, will you keep doing to meet your goal? 

Anything else you want to change to make your plan work even better?

Recognizing patterns of thinking and behaving that work well and seeing their 
own growth both serve to fuel students’ future achievement. Having a list of small 
tasks written down gives a student the reward of having something to check off. 
Comparing time estimates with the reality of how long something actually takes 
helps the brain become more aware of both timing and pacing.

Building step-by-step plans and anticipating tough issues are essential for stu-
dents with executive function delays. Remember, they will need ongoing guidance 
and corrective feedback for a long time as these skills develop.

five-step problem-solving case study:  
poor planning and problem solving
Now that we have explored root causes of failing to formulate and launch a plan 
and possible interventions, let’s take a look at the whole five-step problem-solving 
process (Searle, 2007). The steps of this protocol will take you all the way from 
first spotting a problem to choosing an action plan to solve it. Although we’ll be 
focusing on one case study student, Sara, the five steps can be used for any stu-
dent, at any grade level, for any academic or behavioral problem. Let’s meet our 
student and teacher and begin.

Sara is in social studies class and has had four reminders to start her assignment.  

Each time her teacher, Mrs. James, walks by, Sara is either reading her novel or doodling. 

When Mrs. James asks Sara why she is not doing the assignment, Sara sighs and  
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Name: Sara Torres
Grade: 10

Academic concerns: Behavior concerns:

• Poor writing fluency
• Weak in math problem solving
• Cannot answer extended-response questions
• Getting an F in social studies

• Procrastinates on assignments
• Does not complete 45 percent of her  

assignments
• Gives the teacher attitude when corrected
•  Has defeatist attitude (says that no one in her 

family writes well or likes social studies)

Strengths to build on:

• Good reader
• Likes reading and drawing
• Has several good friends
• Relates well to most people
• Talented in art

• Attendance is regular
• Seems to be paying attention in class and answers 

questions when asked
• Can add and subtract accurately (but is slow at it)
• Fluent in math computation

2.5   |   Strengths and Concerns Chart for Sara

gets out her paper. When the teacher leaves her desk, Sara just stares at the paper.  

No writing gets done.

Step 1. Know the Student
Mrs. James is frustrated by Sara’s behavior. She repeatedly has this problem 

with her. She decides to meet with the problem-solving coach about Sara’s failure 
to respond in class. Mrs. James and the coach start by identifying Sara’s strengths 
and areas of concern and listing them in a table (Figure 2.5). This step gives them 
a balanced picture of the student to start from and helps the teacher to spot 
connections. The table will also be useful in building an action plan for Sara and 
will provide a baseline for measuring her progress.

Step 2. Analyze the Root Causes
Focusing on the behavior of most concern, Mrs. James and the coach begin 

their root cause analysis. As they talk, they use the iterative “Five Whys” question-
ing method and their knowledge of the subsets of causes to help get closer to what 
is really going on in Sara’s head. The coach is careful to keep the conversation  
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focused on areas within their circle of influence and avoids trying to solve the 
problems before they know what the root causes are.

Coach: Why do you think Sara just sits there when you ask her to work in social 
studies class?

Mrs. James: She has this attitude that she doesn’t think she can do the work, 
so there is no sense in trying. Social studies is her least favorite subject.

Coach: What causes that attitude, in your opinion?
Mrs. James: Her family has the same attitude. She says no one in her family 

likes or is good at social studies.
Coach: That certainly can contribute to the problem, but her family’s atti-

tude is out of our control. We do know, however, that not all students whose 
families have negative attitudes toward a subject react like Sara does. What are 
some other things that happen in class that might exacerbate this problem of 
poor attitude?

Mrs. James: I can think of two things. She is slow as a snail with written work, 
and she consistently gets low grades because she piddles around and doesn’t 
finish her assignments.

Coach: We can talk about her problem with writing skills next, but let’s start 
with analyzing why she doesn’t get to work and finish her assignments. Why do 
you think she does that?

Mrs. James: I really don’t know.
Coach [referring to Figure 2.1]: Let me list some possibilities for you, and you can 

select any that fit Sara. Some students cannot focus during instruction, so they really 
don’t know what to do. Others become overwhelmed by what they are asked to do, 
especially when they see a big assignment. Some students don’t feel a sense of 
urgency, so they dawdle instead of getting started. Others cannot even visualize a 
way to get started or a plan to attack the work, so their brain freezes in its tracks. 
Do any of these seem to fit Sara?

Mrs. James: Sara does focus during class. I don’t think that’s the issue, but being 
overwhelmed when she sees writing assignments and feeling no sense of urgency 
certainly fit her. Let’s start there.

Coach: So we need a plan that helps Sara break down big tasks to help her not 
feel overwhelmed, and we need to have her develop a timed schedule so she feels 
a sense of urgency. Do you think this will make a difference in her work?

Mrs. James: It’s a start. Let’s give it a try.
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This coach just helped Sara’s teacher see Sara’s “attitude” problem through the 
new lens of weak executive functioning, which means Mrs. James will most likely 
be open to new approaches for solving the problem, especially since she made her 
own diagnosis.

Step 3. Set a Clear and Measurable Goal
Now that Mrs. James and the coach have identified the root causes of Sara’s 

problem, they can use that information for setting a measurable goal. There are 
two parts to intervention goal setting. The first is stating a hypothesis that identi-
fies what new tactic the teacher will use to solve the problem and what new out-
come is expected from the student as a result. For Sara, Mrs. James and the coach 
decide on the following:

Hypothesis: If we teach Sara to break down big tasks and to develop her own 

work schedule, she will complete more assignments on time.

The second part of the goal is the time frame and benchmark that will tell 
the teacher if the intervention is effective. Mrs. James and the coach arrive 
at the following for the second part of setting a clear and measurable goal  
for Sara:

Time frame and measurement benchmarks: Within five weeks, Sara 

will be able to break down tasks, sequence the steps, and track her own 

successful completion rate. Sara will go from finishing 45 percent of her 

social studies assignments to finishing 75 percent on time and earning a 

minimum grade of C.

Step 4. Decide How to Monitor Student Progress
Mrs. James will need data to determine how well Sara is using the new skills 

and moving toward her goal. The data must specifically show whether Sara is 
breaking big tasks down into smaller segments and setting estimated time goals 
and whether these strategies are effective. If these practices are not helping Sara 
learn to plan her work or develop a sense of urgency to get work done, then the 
team will revamp its plan. Mrs. James and the coach agree on charting work com-
pleted with a minimum grade of C as the measurement strategy that will track 
whether the problem of incomplete work is being solved.
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Sara will self-record on the chart, so gathering the data will create very little 
extra work for Mrs. James. Sara will track three things: how long it took her to 
get started, how many times she accurately estimated her work time, and how 
many completed assignments she hands in that result in a grade of C or better 
(see Figure 2.6). All Mrs. James needs to do, other than model the skills, is spot-
check Sara’s self-monitoring and give her praise and corrective feedback.

Self-charting is actually part of the intervention because a student’s use  
of time typically improves as a result of being more aware of on-task behavior 
(Hallahan & Kauffman, 2000). When time estimates and actual task times are 
included, students also improve in their ability to estimate how much time given 
types of work take as they discuss reasons why their estimates were either 
accurate or not. Student reflection on the patterns the chart shows and reasons 
for improvement or lack of it are essential to the process. Don’t bother collecting 
data you don’t intend to use for improvement.

The next step in the process is to design the specific action plan that addresses 
Sara’s executive function delays and social studies problem.

Sara’s chart for the week of February 6 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

I broke down my assignment into 
chunks

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

I started within a minute Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Estimate for completing the first part 
of the paper/assignment:

___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min.

Actual time: ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min.

Estimate for completing the second part 
of the paper/assignment:

___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min.

Actual time: ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min.

Estimate for completing the last part 
of the paper/assignment:

___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. ___ min.

Actual time: ___ min. ___ min. ___ min. __ min. __ min.

Work completed with a grade of C  
or better

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

2.6   |   Sara’s Self-Monitoring Chart
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Step 5. Select an Action Plan from a List of Options
Mrs. James and the coach move on to selecting interventions appropriate for 

the root causes and goals they have identified for Sara. They choose breaking 
down tasks, sense of urgency, and visualizing plans as skills to work on. Sara’s 
action plan (see Figure 2.7) indicates which strategies are done with the teacher, 
which are done by Sara herself, and which are done with her parents at home.

To help Sara meet her goal, teachers and parents must give her the proper 
amount of support. In the beginning, support needs to include repeated modeling 
followed by the gradual release of adult guidance.

A solid instructional practice uses a “first me, then we, then you” procedure to 
guide the student through the initial learning process. This approach is commonly 
known as a gradual release of responsibility (Fisher & Frey, 2008).

In the first phase, the adults take on the major workload by modeling rather 
than explaining the process of breaking a problem down and setting time esti-
mates. At this step, the teacher’s thinking needs to be as transparent as possible 
to the student. Often a process called a “think-aloud” is the most effective way to 
model the skill to be learned (Lewis, 1982). This technique involves teachers say-
ing aloud whatever they are thinking and feeling as they model the strategy. For 
Sara, Mrs. James provides the following think-aloud:

OK, Sara, I am going to pretend that I am a student in this class. I want you 

to watch me as I decide how to make a plan for completing my social studies 

assignment. When I am finished, you will take your own paper and use the 

same thinking I just modeled so you see if this strategy can work for you.  

We may need to change something here or there to make it fit your own style.

Let’s see, on my paper, I have four true-false questions to answer, one 

extended response, and then a challenge problem at the end of the page. 

I know I have about 20 minutes to work on this, so I will divide the work 

into smaller chunks. I like challenge problems better than the true-false 

or extended response, so I think I will start there. I think I can finish this 

problem in about five minutes if I get right on it. Maybe I can ask the teacher 

if I can use a timer to see if I can play “Beat the Clock” on this part. Next,  

I will do the true-false questions, but I might need a one-minute mental break 

before I do that. I think those problems will take me about eight minutes. 

That leaves about seven minutes to do the extended-response question.  

I think this will work for me because it is easier for me to think of three small 
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Skills 
Needed Teaching Strategies Student Responsibilities Suggestions for Parents

Breaking 
down tasks

• Model the process of 
deciding how much to 
do in three minutes. 
Mark an X on the paper 
where you might take a 
small break.

• Model how to think 
of big jobs as a set of 
smaller tasks.

• Break each assignment 
down into doable pieces 
or steps before starting 
and plan mini-breaks 
between segments.

• Discuss with your 
teacher how you can 
get back on task after 
breaks.

• Help Sara break down 
home chores into mini-
tasks.

Sense of 
urgency

• Model how to set esti-
mates for time needed 
to do a task.

• Estimate your work 
segments and check 
those estimates against 
the actual time the work 
takes her.

• Explain to your teacher 
how you might adjust 
your estimates or work 
habits to make the esti-
mates and actual times 
match.

• Make estimates and set 
a timer to see if Sara can 
complete chores in the 
time she sets for herself.

Visualizing 
plans

• Model how to create 
a visual checklist for 
the steps needed to 
complete work. Include 
scheduled mini-breaks.

• Brainstorm a list of mini-
break choices (stand and 
stretch, get a drink, etc.).

• Help Sara create a chart 
or graph to monitor her 
progress.

• Create your own check-
lists and work plan.

• Update your list of mini-
break choices and check 
with your teacher or 
parent to see if they are 
appropriate.

• Chart your progress and 
present your findings to 
your teacher with plans 
for how you intend to 
keep improving.

• Create checklists that 
describe the steps for 
things like taking out 
trash, brushing the dog, 
and straightening her 
room, so she knows 
what the job entails and 
can visually check the 
steps off when they are 
completed.

• Show Sara ways you use 
lists and charts to do 
your daily work (grocery 
lists, checkbooks, etc.).

2.7   |   Action Plan for Sara
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chunks of work rather than one big paper. It will be fun to see if I guessed 

right on how long each part will take, especially since I am only playing the 

game with myself and there is no penalty for being wrong. I like that.

In the second step of gradual release, the teacher does less of the work, and 
the student attempts to use the modeled strategy with some teacher guidance. 
Mrs. James tells Sara it is her turn: “All right, now you show me how you can use 
what you just saw me do. You may make different choices for breaking your work 
down, but try to use the same kind of thinking. I will help you if you get stuck.”

Once Sara seems comfortable, after repeated practice using this strategy with 
teacher support, she needs opportunities to practice with a peer who is working 
on this same skill. Only when peer work looks stable will the teacher move to the 
last level and expect Sara to apply the skill independently.

This think-aloud technique can be used in any content area (see specific 
examples for math in Chapter 3 and for reading in Chapter 5) and for learning any 
new skills.

large-group application
The first time I implemented a full-blown intervention plan like the one developed 
for Sara, I felt a bit of panic at the thought of all the other students in my room who 
might also need interventions before the end of the year and the extra workload 
that accommodating them all might entail. It wasn’t until the school counselor sug-
gested not thinking in terms of one student at a time that I realized there wasn’t a 
student in any of my classes who wouldn’t benefit from some form of guidance in 
planning and scheduling their work.

I began providing a choice of planning checklists like Sara’s to help other stu-
dents set their own goals and schedules for assignments. Not all students needed 
ongoing modeling and corrective feedback to carry out these tasks, but several in 
every class did. I immediately noticed a marked improvement in both the quality 
and timelines of the work I received from my students. I also had fewer phone calls 
from parents begging for extensions.

Another problem-solving strategy that worked beautifully for me was practicing 
with rubrics before giving students a new type of work. We did whole-class practice 
applying a rubric to a model paper or project that was similar but not the same as 
their upcoming assignment. I didn’t want them to simply copy the model.
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First, the students would independently use the rubric to score a model paper or 
project on a scale of 1–100. Next, they would compare their results with the scores of 
a partner and come to consensus on any scores where there was more than a 5-point 
difference. This resulted in some lively arguments. Sometimes, I would have each 
pair of students compare results with another pair, which rekindled the debates. 
Having to justify their scoring pushed students to think through the rubric, not just 
choose a number. This process was worth every minute of class time spent on it.

Finally, the students would compare their results with the score my teaching 
team had agreed on. At times, the teachers would reconsider and adjust their 
own scoring based on issues students raised. Because these discussions were 
open and not done for a grade, students said they felt safe expressing opinions 
and ideas. The process clarified for teachers and students alike what constituted 
quality work and why. The quality of the assignments I received from students 
improved significantly every time I implemented this process.

Teaching problem solving using careful goal setting, planning, and self-monitoring 
ended up not only benefiting the students academically and emotionally but also 
saving me time in the long run. I spent less time chasing down assignments and 
regrading papers and projects that had to be redone because of missing pieces or 
poor quality.

summary
It is normal and natural for students to experience some level of difficulty with 
problem solving, planning, initiating, and self-monitoring because the part of their 
brain that controls this type of thinking does not mature until they reach their 
early to mid-20s. Students with executive dysfunctions often appear to be lazy and 
unmotivated when they repeatedly fail to complete and hand in assignments, but 
the problem is often as much an “I can’t” as an “I won’t” issue. Adults must have 
tons of patience and provide lots of modeling, practice, and encouragement to 
support the development of good planning and problem-solving skills.

What Works: Helping students set clear goals and visualizing action plans 
with small steps and detailed timelines; anticipating trouble spots before they 
happen and developing a back-up plan; identifying resources and ways to access 
them; using checklists, rubrics, and self-questioning to reflect on actions; replaying 
experiences and analyzing why things happened the way they did; providing direct 
feedback and checking it with their perceptions.
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What doesn’ t Work: Challenging students’ excuses for actions rather 
than redirecting their efforts; assuming they are repeating mistakes to be obsti-
nate or lazy; assigning work that is too difficult for their skill level or work that 
is not challenging enough; waiting too long to provide corrective feedback; not 
providing modeling followed by opportunities to recover from mistakes; doing 
planning for them rather than with them.

Adults who can keep student brain development issues in perspective will 
have an easier time being supportive and patient, especially with students whose 
executive control functions lag behind those of their peers.

on Your own
Try out the five-step problem-solving process using one of the following case stud-
ies. Remember to (1) know the student, (2) analyze the root causes, (3) set a clear 
and measurable goal, (4) decide how to monitor student progress, and (5) select 
an action plan from a list of options that involves home, school, and the student 
working together. Blank forms for each step can be downloaded at www.ascd.org/ 
ASCD/pdf/books/searlefivesteps2013.pdf.

Case study 1. On Tuesday, Benson’s study hall teacher asks why he is sleeping when he 

knows he has studying to do. Benson assures her that nothing is due until Friday so he 

doesn’t have anything to do today. Last week it was the same story, and he ended up in  

a panic Thursday night trying to slap together his science paper, due Friday morning.

Case study 2. Jimmy likes to linger in the block center when his teacher announces that  

it is time to clean up and come to circle. Even though his teacher reminds him repeatedly 

to put the materials away, he gets distracted by whatever center he is working in.  

He also has a hard time sitting still and listening during circle time.

Case study 3. Julia sits and stares at her art project even though she normally enjoys 

this type of work. She knows that when she finishes the project, she has to make a 

presentation on her techniques to the whole class, and that thought scares her to death.
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